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Description:

Covers the different food in India, in its various forms.

I cook a lot of Indian food and have taken classes in it as well. This cook book is strong on three levels. One - it gives you some instruction on
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buying ingredients, availability, substitutions etc. It doesnt just list a nebulus name of some spice you have never heard of. Two - Every recipe is a
winner. I mean they are all really great. Three - Each dish has a picture, and that picture is well done. I think a picture of what something is
supposed to look like is very helpful. If nothing else it can help give you an idea of the consistency a dish is supposed to have, which is important
with Indian food.Faults - This cooks book is a collection of recipes. It is not intended to give the theory of the cooking style say in the way
Yamuna Devi does in Lord Krishnas Cuisine or Julie Sahni does in her cookbooks.This cook book will enable you to pop out a great dish with
pretty much every recipe and that is what a cook book is supposed to do. It might even inspire you to take some courses or read up more about
Indian cooking. Thats what this book did for me and I have recommended it to virtually everyone I know as probably the best first Indian cook
book. That does not mean the recipes are simple. If you want simple and fast, Indian cooking isnt for you. If you want oh wow, you made this
yourself? reactions at your next dinner party, get this cook book and start two days ahead.
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language, and food, as told by our own DNA. I am a fan of Elizabeth Coldwell and have read a number of her books. Kullab's narrative
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These metaphors can be effective doorways to understand our role India artist teacherconductors in new and vibrant ways.
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